Amazing Autumn
All seasons are quite magnificent here in my garden cemetery. The winter season wears a white snow blanket
spotted with dark green and brown from the conifers and evergreens. It is often accompanied with snowflakes,
winds, ice, sleet, slush, and cold. The spring season arrives with its budding colors of pinks, whites, reds, purples,
yellows, and light greens, and with warming weather, melting snow, lengthening daylight hours, and rain. The
summer season carries many hues of green from the trees, grass, and shrubs with a sprinkling of reds and coppers
from other trees. It also carries hot, humid weather that is diffused by
my cool shade trees. However, as splendid
and colorful as each season is, nothing can
compare to the kaleidoscope of autumn colors that emanate not only inside my gates,
but hurdle my walls to entertain motorists
and passer-bys along Market and Sixteenth
Streets. The shades of reds, garnets, golds,
oranges, yellows, rusts, bronzes, and
browns are dazzling to behold. Perhaps
this palate of fall colors acts as a soothing
balm to prepare us for the upcoming cold, snowy, winter months.
Autumn comes gently to the grounds of the cemetery. It begins by children returning
back to schools, and their subsequent increase of foot traffic across my property. It also begins with September’s
Baber Day celebration. Baber Day is a fun, festive event with nature and historic walking tours, a picnic of grilled
burgers and dogs, a bake sale, a basket and gift card raffle, entertainment by the Third Brigade Band and an evening church service in my
beautiful gothic chapel. While the event is a $3,000 fundraiser (mostly
from the basket and gift card raffle), it is also an educational event portraying my multi-faceted role in the community. One role is my “all
natural” land mass filled with many species of trees; another is the architectural design of my chapel, gatehouse entrance, meditation area,
and carriage house. Another is the diversity of
my multitude of memorial markers. And still
another is the fact that I am a cemetery with both burial lots and
columbarium niches for sale. No matter what role I play in the life
of a visitor, tourist, or mourner, I am honored that I can be of service.
As September ends, the
weather turns cooler in
the mornings and evenings. At home, people can finally turn off their air conditioners. Rain
comes as a welcome relief from the dry conditions and forest fire concerns of the late summer. It is the rain or lack of rain that determines
when the leaves on my many trees start to turn colors. Sometimes the
colors change very early in October and other times they linger, even extending into November, depending on the cultivar and species of the tree.
People take trips through the New England states in the fall to enjoy the colorful foliage. Here in Pottsville, people
needn’t travel far to reap the benefits of the spectacular fall presentation. A simple walk or drive-by on Market
Street or through my cemetery grounds provides the same colorful display.

Here at the cemetery, my laborers are extra busy. There is still grass to be cut as late as October and maybe even
into November. Also beginning in October, some trees have begun to drop their leaves. Others may not lose their
leaves until November or early December; and others hold their dried leaves until the winter winds snatch them
off their limbs. No matter how you look at it, there are lots and lots of leaves to rake
and vacuum up, not only inside my
walls, but on my long Market Street
walkway as well.
The heavy rains that come in October
and November, particularly from a
hurricane, make leaf blowing and vacuuming nearly impossible to clean up.
The leaves become too wet and heavy
to move. Even with an early start and
a constant vigil on leaf vacuuming,
most often all the leaves can’t be removed, and some must wait until
spring clean-up. Sometimes the City
of Pottsville will help with the leaf vacuuming and sometimes they can not. If an early
snowfall occurs in November, their trucks have to be re-quipped for snow conditions and there is not enough time
to help us.
The weather continues to get cooler and the daylight hours get shorter as October
runs into November. The many fallen leaves take on a whimsical aspect particularly at Halloween or Thanksgiving as the winds whips and swirls them around
the buildings and up and over the memorial markers and along the sidewalk.
Much to the chagrin of my labors, the wind may deposit them back onto grounds
that have been so painstakingly vacuumed up. Snowbirds and geese have taken
flight to warmer climates; the groundhogs have gone into hibernation; and the
squirrels have stashed away their nuts.
Thanksgiving is a time of gratitude and I have much to be thankful for. I am
grateful for my cemetery board that diligently watches over me; I am grateful
for my hard working laborers who take such good care of me; I am grateful to
the community and its of support me; I am grateful to my daily visitors (both two
legged and four legged) who take pleasure in walking\jogging my paths and
roads; I am grateful for my Arbor Day tree program and its committee members
who protect and insure the well being of my trees; and I am grateful that I can
provide a final resting place for your loved ones and a tranquil, serene setting to
comfort the mourners.
November and December can be a bit scary. If a heavy snowfall
unexpectedly occurs before the leaves are off the trees, the weight
of the wet snow can cause extensive damage to their small, thinner limbs, particularly to the newly planted Arbor Day trees. With
the majority of the trees barren, and most of the leaves vacuumed
up, and the small creatures and many birds hibernating or migrating, the grounds take on a quiet resolve –almost a loneliness or
emptiness. I have fewer visitors now, but I am content because I
have produced another amazing autumn display. My spectacular
fall foliage outshines the color magnitude, brilliance, and duration
of any Fourth of July firework celebration.

